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I.

RURAL DEVELOPMENT - A PRIORITY TASK

One of the major problems being faced by developing countries throughout
the ~rld is concerned with the eradication of poverty, disease arrl ba.ck.wa.nhess
from their rural areas.
The task of transforming and rrodernizing rural
societies is no doubt very difficult am conplex, but at the s~ time
a very urgent one, am should be given high priority in the overall plans
an::l programnes of national development. This is because a much larger
percentage of population in developing countries lives in rural areas
compared to that in the developed countries. In some developing countries,
especially in Africa arrl Asia, the rural population constitutes JIDre than
75 per cent of the total population; Furthenoore, of the population in
developing countries considered to be in either absolute or relative
poverty, rore than 80 \are estimated to live in rural areas 2 • There are
many other socio-ecooomi.c arrl political factors that generate a pressing
need for urgent action towards rural upliftment.
The argunents that have of late persuaded top, politicians of
developing countries as well as international policy-makers am planners
for giving high priority to rural development are sumnarized by Chambers
in four major points:
First, and rost obviously, the majority, and usually the overwhelming
majority, of the people live and find their liveli.h:xx:ls in the
rural areas.
Secoro, the drift to the towns is a matter of concern. The high costs
of urban housing arrl services, the health hazards of shanty towns ,
the security and political aspects of a large body of urban unenployed,
and sometimes the adverse ecooomi.c effects of rural depopulation these are all reasons put forward for wishing to restrain urban
~; arrl one way of achieving this is seen to be the pronotion
of additional income arrl enployment opportunities in rural areas.

Thiro, it is in the rural areas that nDSt of the poorer and rost
disadvantaged people are to be found. • • • They are precisely the
people who are least in contact with the JIOdern world, least
influential politically, least likely to possess adequate land
am capital for a decent life, least able to help themselves,
and hardest for goverrurents to help.

I
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Fourth, there is a cluster of now ortlYJdox eoonomic argwnents
for giving priority to rural, and particularly agricultural,
development. The strange errors of economists after the Second
W::>rld War, with their belief in industrialization as the pri.ne
strategy for urrlerdeveloped oountries,have passed ·into history.
The importance of self-sufficiency in food in order to save
foreign exchange arrl to keep down urban wages; the need to develop
crash crops in order to earn foreign exchange, particularly
in those oountries Which lack minerals or oil for export; the
existence of un:ierexploited larrl and labour which can relatively
easily be brought into production; the desirability of increasing
rural purchasing power to provide markets for the new urban
products - these are arrong the JIOSt persuasive ecoromic reasons
for the shift of priority towards agricultural development, reasons
which seem unlikely to lose nuch of their force during the next
decade arrl perhaps for nuch longer .3
Role of Education
It is evident that the field of education has a crucial role to play
in accomplishing the task of rural development. It is also clear that
education by itself is not enough to tackle the vexed problems of rural
areas, but it can act as one of the major factors in stim.llating arrl
sustaining the p~esses of development.
When viewed in this perspective, the present education scene in
developing countries has been found to be far from being satisfactory.
Critics have questioned the relevan::e and adequacy of the prevalent
education systems in the oontext of specific learning needs of rural
populations emerging from their local enviroI"IT!ents. As Coombs observed,
"the inco~tibility between what scrools were teaching arrl what the
4
people needed to learn was rrost severe in rural area.s". As a result
of such an i~ongruence between learning needs arrl education systems
in rural areas, many serirus problems have arisen. "In too
many instances, children who finish primary schools in rural areas
seem rather less fit to Jl>eoome creative and constructive members of
their own conmmity than if they had never been to school ••.. In these
circumstances, an educational system only too easily becomes an
instigator of rnaladjust:rrent and structural unemployment rather than an
essential source of grcMth and development. The graduates of prinary
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school in Africa, or secoroary school in Latin America, and of universities
in India fail to firrl the employnent which they expect. An irrelevant
education breeds discontent and frustration in countries at all incorre
levels. [n the poorer countries, this problem weighs an omioous burden
• .
.
,, 5
on the entire social structure.
Such criticisms point to the fact that if education has to be nade
relevant and effective, specific learning needs in rural areas should be
determined, and educational plans and progranmes be based on these
needs. Furthernore, if education is to be nade adequate to the task of
rural developmant its scope cannot be confined to schooling only, but
should be exterrled to the whole population: children, youth and adults without ignoring women or the nost disadvantaged pockets of populations
living in absolute poverty. Such broad rreaning of education will include
open, flexible and alternative learning arTangeirents through foI"JTal,
oon-fonnal and infonnal learning systems. Ideally, a need-based education
system should generate learning in individuals, their families, neighlx>urhood,
and coom.mity as a whole according to the cormon as well as differentiated
needs of rural people.
ibw can learning needs be detennined ? Who should determine them ?

lbw can they be used for educational plarutlng, for reforming the content
and process of education, and for evaluating the quality of educational
outcones ? 'nl.ese and other such issues call for a systematic investigation
in ortler to make e:iucation in rural areas rreaningful, functional and
relevant to the local realities. The present paper attempts to discuss
some of these issues in the light of a proposed research projec~. 'nl.e
i.rrmedi.ate purpose of the project is to obtain a clearer understanding
about the ways and rreans of identifying and fulfilling learning needs
in rural areas. It has therefore 'been propose:i to nount a few case studies
of selected innovatiora that have attempted to tackle, either directly
or otherwise, sorre of the critical problems and issues rrentioned aoove.
The case studies will be exploratory in nature and will attempt to describe
and analyse pertinent experiences with a view to drawing tentative
generalizations for further research and related activities. This paper
discusses several elements that are relevant to the proposed case studies.
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II.

CONCEPI'UAL FRAMEVl>RK
In oroer to establish a basis for analysing different cases and int~

relating varied experi~es with a view to drawing tentative conclusions,
a basic frarrework clarifying certain assumptions arrl relationships
would be necessary. The f~rk shoold be somewhat open arrl flexible
for an exploratory study like the present one. It should hc::1.Never initiate
a process of clarifying the concept of learning needs arrl identifying
various assumptions underlying the learning needs approach to education
for rural developnent. A broad arv:l general skeleton of the :frarnew:>rl< is
given on page 5 in a diagramatic form for the purpose of indicating major
interactive relationships aroong different elements related to the concept
of learning needs. (See diagram on page 5.)
It is not interrled to discuss in detail different components of
the framework in this paper. fbwever, certain assumptions, definitions
and relationships are briefly sumnarized below as a starting point towards
the elucidation of various theoretical ar¥i practical issues concerning
learning needs.
{i)

The genesis of learning needs lies in the societal arrl physical

(?r natural)envirorurents in which the irrliviclual lives, arrl with which
he interacts and learns, arrl of which he himself is a part. The
societal envirorurent includes political structures and processes,
econ:>mic and productive activities, interpersonal relationships
arrl social•,<JI'ganisations, cultural stock of human }<n:)wledge and skills
including science and technology, conmunication systems , transport
systems and so forth. Correspondingly, the physical envirorment
includes larrl, soil, topography, climatic corrlitions, vegetation, other
living organisms, water rese>lm::es, minerals, etc.
(ii)

Develo??£nts in societal envirorurent, arrl efforts towards harnessing
arrl controlling physical environnent - all a.llred. at the irnproverrent
of the corrlitions arrl quality of life of individuals and their
collectives are at the root of learning needs.
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(iii) All these asJ;:ects of developnent are not directly urrler the area
of operation of education. It is therefore implicit in the learning
needs appruach (to educational planning and programning) that appropriate
connections with different fields of develoµnent arrl oorresponding
personnel be established, and that techniques of deriving learning
needs from development goals be evolved. arrl applied.. It follows that
various development activities in a rural area be inter-connected.,
and learning needs be oo-operatively derived. The inter-connection
or 'integration' anong different fields is likely to be incremental
in nature in the initial stages of development efforts. It may
becane m::>re oonq>rehensive as develoµnent efforts mature.
(iv)

Whereas the initial parts of the diagram i.rrlicate extra-educational
domain, the latter parts are related. to processes arrl structures
within the domain of education. Viewed in this perspective, the
process of determining learning needs provides a mechanism for
transition from one domain to the other.

(v)

1a9rning needs of irrlividuals or groups refer to the perceived

discrepancy between the existing arrl the expected. knowledge,
attittrles arrl skills in the context of an interrled develoµrent.
The terms knowledge, attitl.rles arrl skills as used here are generic
in meaning arrl they characterize learning at different levels in
cognitive, affective and psychoootor oomains.
The kirrl of development goals in veiw may either be concrete,
visible arrl yielding irrrnediate retruns or be less visible, diffused
arrl having long-range effects. Again the interrled. development may
belong to a single sector such as agriculture or may be a m.tl.tisectoral one cutting across several areas such as nutrition, agriculture and non-farm occupations. In all such cases, learning needs
irrlicate those elements of hunan conp?ten::ies that are considered.
necessary for a certain development goal but are absent in a ooncerned
irrlividual or group.
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(vi)

In a given rural area, alth::>ugh some learning needs rray be coI11I0n

for all, others may differ from group to group an:l even am:mg
in:lividuals within a group. 1-breover, the learning needs will change
from time to time depen:ling on different developnent needs. The
greater the incidence of new development activities in a given field,
the rrore frequent will be the need for new learning. l'breover, learning
needs in one field when fulf ille:i rray generate further learning
needs an:l develoµnent possibilities in other fields.
(vii) learning needs vary with locale arrl clientele. One of the ncst important
factors in the determination of learning needs in rural areas is the
local envirorunent - both natural an:l societal. l.earnine: needs emergiruz:
from the regional, national an:l global forces may be partly oonm::m
an:l partly different from the local learning needs. In the ultimate
analysis, both local and other learning needs should be taken into
accolD1t for hann::>nious development. Similarly learnings of children,
youth an:l adults are partly conm::m and partly different. Differences
in learning needs arise from personal, social, occupational and
other characteristics of in:lividuals or groups.
(viii)

the general as well as professional learning nee:is are assessed
and weighed against the resources available, critical and urgent
development needs, an:l similar factors, it will be necessary to
detennine priorities for the :purroses of planning and implementation
programnes.
~en

(ix) This approach anticipates decentralization of planning an:l implementation
procedures.Participation of the learner in identifying learning needs
is another important pre-requisite for establishing credibility and
acceptance of the progranme.
(x)

I..aarning needs should be functional in that they should prove useful
to different groups of people for different purposes. The main users
of the infonnation on learning needs are political leaders and policy
makers, educational planners, curriculum developers, and teachers/
animators an:l learners. To ensure the usability of the statenents
of learning needs, they should be worked out at 2 or 3 levels of
specificity.
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(xi)

F.ducational planning that is geanrl to the identification and
fulfilment of specific learning needs for rural developrrent will
not only anticipate decentralization of decision-making an:l participation of local personnel but also call for the adoption of a bruader
conception of education, curriculum arrl learning processes. The meaning
of education will not be na.rrowly restricted to schooling but will
include all formal, non-formal and infonnal learning systems and
flexible learning arrangeirents. Different learning needs will becone
the responsibility of different as well as alternative delivery
systems. Depending on the characteristics of the clientele arrl
the nature of learning needs , appropriate learning arrangements
can be ma.de and co~sponding stru::tures instituted on a shortterm or long-term basis. There should be horizontal integration (or
at least close co-oroination) and vertical articulation between
different delivery systems so that they interact with one another
an:i share resources which are in::leed scarce in developing countries.

(xii) The techniques of curriculum planning for fonnal education will
have to be exterrled to an:i adapted for non-formal progranmes of ffi311Y
kinds. For the fo:rnal school education itself techniques of preparing
local variants fran a nationally designed curriculum frame~rk will
becare necessary. This will iocllrle caroron curricula respoooing to
the carrocm national arrl universal learning needs as well as adaptation
of certain aspects in order to align them with local environrrents.
(xiii) A kirrl of comnunity curriculum that invisibly but consistently
operates in rural areas and contributes to the develoµrent of certain
attittrles, skills and lm::iwledge for both general arrl occupational
aspects of life will be required to be carefully analysed arrl uroerstood.
Advantage of such a strongly rooted camumity learning system can be
taken by ma.king sone rrocslif ications in it for the fulf ilrnent of certain
learning needs at l~ cost. Learning needs approach favours the
establishment of coom.mity education centres in rural areas.
(xiv) As an integral part of curriculum planning, different learning
styles arrl m::xies need to be considered in the context of different
learning needs. A m:x:iel of learning nodes may include (a) individualized
learning and (b) group learning. The individualized learning rray be
further classified into (i) self-learning, and (ii) guided learning.
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Similarly, group learning, may be further Ca.tegorized into
(i) teacher-directed or guided group learning, arrl (ii) inter-learning.
The process of inter-learning is very cornron in infonral learning
systems in rural areas because of the higher frequency of person-to.l.
person contact arrong peer groups as well as cross-age groups. Interlearning can also be profitably utilized in the formal arrl nonfornal situations. Both inter-learning and self-learning are likely
to sustain and generate further rrotivation and confidence arrong
rural populations for continuing learning. Different learning systerrs
will have to be examined in relation to alternative learning rrodes/
comnunication systerrs arrl learning aids for the fulfilrrent of varied
learning needs with mi.niJium investment of time, personnel and
rroneta.ry reso~es.
(xv)

Evaluation of educational outcomes will be an important dimension
in the learning needs approach for the appraisal of relevance arrl
effectiveness of the need-based education system. Staterrents of
learning needs will provide 'internal' arrl imnediate criteria for
evaluation, whereas development goals will provide 'external' irrlicators which may anticipate either inmediate or long range effects
of education. Such a procedure ~ld be an improvement over the
existing evaluation system and should provide information about the
relevan:e and effectiveness of education for rural developments.

III.

LF.ARNJNG NEEDS AND THEIR DI.TERMINATION

The previous sections have set the general framework for the study
and have provided an introduction to the larger issues of development and
society. Working from larger societal goals, and then from development
objectives, a process has been sketched out whim allows educational
planners and curriculum frarrers to derive some of the major learning
needs from broader goals. These procedures provide the framework within
within which planning rrust take place, setting ecooomic arrl political
limits to the range of alternatives which can be considered at regional,
local, arrl comnunity levels. These same development goals set policy for
the activities of various other agerv::ies involved in health, agriculture,
arrl transportation. The development of educational needs arrl goals nust
be seen in the coIItext of these canplementary activities in any given location.

.
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The process of working dCMJ"WaI'd from national goals ard plans has
predominated in educational planning procedures for sane time. Deriving
educational goals in this wcry is sometines knam as a 'top-down approach' •
Increasingly in recent years , questions ard criticisrns have been raised
about the resultant educational activities. Curricula and teaching irethods
are felt by some to be inappropriate to the setting or to the needs of
many learners in rural areas. The content ard style of education is seen
as alienating learners from their society arrl the life they will have to
lead. Others charge that schools increase the likelihood that people
will migrate to urban areas ard seek employment in the irodern sector. In
short, many question the relevarce of the educational activities which
have resulted from the top-dam planning approach.
This dissatisfaction has resulted in the developnent of an alternative
approach to planning which could be tenned a 'bottom-up approach.' Proponents
of this methcxi, sonetimes called participatory planning or a corrmmity
developmant approach, argue that educational planning JIUSt start with the
needs of the learner and his conmmity. Only at this level is there
sufficient ~ledge ard urrlerstarding of the characteristics of the
local setting to provide statements of the local learning needs. Clear
statements of needs by the learners are also needed to counteract errors
ard misperceptions of local learning needs held by planners and education
officials who lack first-hard experieoce in the locale. But there remains
many unresolved questions about irethcxiology and about the feasibility
of assessing learning needs in a way which will permit them to be integrated
into the larger policies articulated at the national level.
Why Assess Learning Needs?
The need to assess learning needs arises directly fIQJJl the questions
which have been raised about the relevance of current educational practices.
lack of re~evarce suggests either ineffective progress towani desired goals,
or inappropriate goals , or perhaps both. For educational planning, particularly for rural areas, the problem seems to derive from the lack of a
process to clearly articulate appropriate educational goals. Attempts
to derive learning needs m::>re directly fonn national and regional development
goals provides one way of assuring greater relevance. Another is to look nore
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closely at the question of "Who defines learning needs?". D::>es the learner
play any part in either stating the learning needs of assessing their relevance
to him arrl his life? In nost settings the answer to these questions is clear:
there are only limited attempts to seek oot the learner's point of view.
Part of the issue of relevance~.of course, is the oft-debated question
about the role of education in society. Should its IllCljor thrust be one of
socialization of new citizens to 'fit' into the existing social setting?
Or should the focus of education be nore developnental; teaching skills
arx.i attitudes designed to change the structure of society? All educational
systems are in reality a mixture of these two components, although the
relative proportion of the components vary considerably. In many African
countries today, a reassessment has begun of the effects of educational
systems which focus heavily on the develo~nt of new societies. S::>ne
of the costs are becoming apparent, arrl dialogue is taking place about
what to preserve of the old cultures. In this perspective the issue of
relevance is really a debate aba.lt the rate of change of society, and whose
priorities should be follaved in determining the characteristics of the
new society?
In thinking about learning needs, a step which is often overlooked

involves the assessment of the l<rlaNledge arx.i skills which the learners
already possess. This is particularly true of adult learners, or of schoolage children in out-of-school situations. One of the sources of confusion
in assessing learning needs is the distinction between having intellectual
or conceptual kno.vledge, and being able or willing to utilize that
l<::nC1Nledge. Ministry level planners often assume that because health or
agricultural practices are oot efficient or effective, that the cause is
a lack of J<na,Jledge, arrl therefore the remedy is education to neet this
learning need. In fact, recent sutdies are beginning to suggest that
in many cases the knowledge is present, but there are a wide variety of
cultural and practical reasons why this kno.vledge has oot been applied.
'Ihis aspect should be kept in view in any project of identifying and fulfilling
learning needs.
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Sources of Learning Needs
Learning needs arise because of the perception on someone's part
that learners need a level of skill,knooledfe, or attitude which is greater
than that which they ral have. Such needs may arise as the result of
several processes. In sane cases, such as basic educatiora.l needs, they
may be the result of failure to learn from an opportunity which existed.
For instance a learner who attended school or a trade training course
but was unable to benefit from the learning setting. Mu:::h rrore comrron
though, is the case of learners for wh:>m access to the learning opportunity
v.as not available. Such a learner will have achieved a variety of skills
and knowledge through info:rnal socialization procedures an::i self-learning,
but will likely have difficulty if called upon to oork or live in a changing
setting. Finally, there are also learning needs which result from new
activities, new Trodes of production, or rroves to a 1IOre rrodern setting.
In such situations, nearly all people will have the need to learn new
skills, knowledge and attitudes in order to cope with the demarrls of a
changed situation.
Learning needs are created as a

result of mmki.nd' s need to
solve a series of problems which are coJ11IDn to rrost hwnan beings. All peopil.e
rrust acquire the social, cultural, llDral , and [X)litical krowledge required
to be functional members of the society in which they live. Likewise
everyone rrust solve problems relating to personal health; to the production,
storage, and consumption of food; to the construction and maintenance of
shelter; and to the need to participate in specialized crafts or occupations.
These connon problems produce learning needs which are comrron to merrbers
of a society who live in a similar ecological setting.
In aooition to the connon needs, there are also a great variety of
learning needs which are differentiated according to a variety of factors
relating to the iroividual learner, to the local village or town setting,
an::i to the ecological or regional setting. vet lowlan::i areas where cultivation of rice is the basic activity will have substantially different
needs than areas where pastoral or nomadic animal husbandry is the norm.
Social, linguistic, an::i cultural needs will be different according to
the ethnic group being discussed. And of course there will be a variety
of irrlividual needs, depending on the age, sex, status, and role of the
individual. Irrlividual needs will also vary according to persora.l ambitions,
opportunities, and inherent abilities.
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With a reasonable level of kn:>wledge about the characteristics of
the setting an::i the types of learners being discussed, one can predict the
learning needs which would fall into one or arDther category. Thus women
of child-bearing age would have one set of needs specific to them, while
men who were heads of families arrl of various kinds of production units
would have another set. Broad typologies of learning needs derived in
this way are fairly cormon in the literature on education in rural areas.
One of the earliest examples in the African setting can be found
in the reports of the Phelps-Stokes Corrmissions in the 1920s. They
recorrmen::l four basic educational areas: health, home life, agriculture
8 These basics were to pe:nreate
an::i i .n ::lustrial skill, an::i recreation.
the teaching of all subjects and were to be taught within the context of
a basic sense of connunity-consciousness. A surprisingly parallel list
is found nearly fifty years later in the essential rninim.un learning needs
listed by Coombs: basic education - literacy arrl m.u:iera.cy; f arnily
improvement education; conm.mity improveJJent education; arrl occupational
education. 9 Other autrors arrl international oonmissions have produced
similar lists. &ich categories are useful in setting the general franevi>rk
for rural learning needs , but all require further work tCManis greater
specificity that would make them operational, and the criteria for making
choices as to what aspects to stress in what locations. Assessing local
relevarce requires inputs from people who live in the area and are part
of the social an::i political corrrrunities there.
Already it seems clear from the discussion that learning needs can
arrl have been articulated by a wide variety of people at different
levels in the planning process. Yet, to date nost efforts to articulate
learning needs seem to have come from national or even international
level experts attenq>ting to draw up large scale plans. While there is
growing agreerrent on the need to get nore staterrents of learning needs
as perceived by local arrl connunity level sourees, there remains
many unanswered technical questions about ~ to proceed.
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Techniques for Assessing Learning Needs
Before proceeding to a brief discussion of sorre of the existing techniques
for identifying learning needs, several issues need to be raised.
_Issues in Assessing Learning Needs
Perhaps the nost important conceptual iss~, lies in the need to urrlerstand
learning needs as the difference between existing skills, knowledge and attitudes
and a new level of competence required by a new situation or an increased set
of irrlividual or cornm.ini.ty aspirations. Kenneth King has carried out field
studies in Kenya and written several cbcuments which express well the need
to corrluct an inventory of existing skills in rural populations. re stresses
the need for a realistic assessment of the full range of skills derived
from primary school experience. Even rrore importantly he emphasizes the
need to do an assessment of the skills and knowledge generated by the outof-school experiences. These ir¥::lude the whole range of activities from
family life, to food production, to local craftwork, to construction,
and for older children apprenticeship-type experiences. Many educators have
a tendency to assume that since these kinds of topics are not part of the
school curriculum, that the children have no w:>rk or life experience. As
he shows, this is far from the case. 1C
Any realistic assessrrent of learning needs nust include a systematic
process to obtain a reasonable inventory of existing skills. This inventory
then provides the basis for assessing the degree of new learning represented
by the target learning needs. In the past skill inventories have been
limited alm::>st exclusively to the type of school-based subject natter
readily rreasured by standardized examinations. For rural audiences particularly, this has often led to an underestirrate of their actual skills
and krnlledge, and consequently, in ·sone cases to inappropriate design
of curriculum.
A second issue involves the difference between needs and wants.
Questioning the average rural learner about his or her learning needs
is nost likely to elicit a staterrent of short-tenn wants: "I want to be
able to sign my name so I won't have to make a thumbprint. • . I want my
children to go to prinary sc:OOOl and I can't afford to send them ••. I want
to be able to figure out the correct price for my crops so I won't be
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cheated." One can then derive apparent learning needs from these wants,
but the stateirents can be deceiving. A conm:>n assumption about the man
who wants to sign his name would be that he desires literacy. In fact,
he really may just want to be able to sigh his name so he won't be
embarrassed when confronted with an official cbcument. For that learner,
• being able to read the docurrent may not now be a perceived need, although
the planner can argue reasonably that he does in fact need to be able to
read. The learner may respond that he is "too old arrl cann:>t learn - such
things are for his children."
The basic point un::lerlyin g the nee:is/wants issue is really the
question of who is going to make the determination of the learning needs.
F.ach learner will do so in the context of his or her sense of achievable
personal goals, and in terms of their understanding of the problems which
they face. 'For m:my rural people, arrl a number of planners as well, literacy
is not seen as a priority need sin::::e they do not see any direct practical
linkage with their present or likely future life. Over a period of t:ima,
working in a le.arning group, or being involved in a cormunity develor:ment
process, learners may cane to better understarrl the forces influen::::ing their
lives, arrl consequently change their learning goals. Unfortunately nost
easily used techniques for measuring learning needs involve only a short,
one-time interaction with a sarrple of learners arrl ck:> not provide the tine
for a gradual growth process in the learner's perception of their situation.
As a result, educators may terrl to fill in the gaps according to their
perspectives on what is needed.
I

A third general issue arises from the reality of governmental
structures in any part of the world. /my programne to assess needs is
usually undertaken within the context of a particular agency or ministry.
There is therefore a natural tenden::::y to seek out arrl find learning needs
of the kind that their agency is charged with meeting. Particularly in
the absence of articulate statements from the learners, those doing
the survey are likely to conclude that the prograrrrne they had in mind
from the beginning is the appropriate one. This terrlen::::y is reinforced
by the administrative need for advance planning and budgeting, arrl by the
un::lerstandable fear of governments of the consequences of stinulating denand
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for services which canrot be provided. I-ence, the m::>re cormon practice
is to decide to upgrade certain services and to plan the delivery system
prior to making any extensive effort to contact the potential users of
those services.
Criteria for Selecting Techr1iques
The selection of a technique for assessing the learning needs can have
a significant effect on the resultant needs statemant. The issue of row you
assess needs is unavoidably associated with the selection of the source of
infornation on learning needs. Techniques appropriate for school te.achers
or ministry officials will be quite inappropriate with illiterate parents
and villagers, for inst~e. All too often educators a.re placed in the
position of allowing the convenience of a particular rrethodology to
severely limit the sources of information used. There is a strong terrlency
to use starrlaniized testing or questionnaire type formats because of their
ease of rranip.Uation, aro consequently being limited to literate respondents,
an:i often being effectively limited to respondents who are already JreJilbers
of conveniently available grcups like school classes or teacher organizations.
In addition to the serious limitations placed on the diversity of
sources by such appn:>aches, they all too easily lerrl themselves to a spurious
sense of nurrerical accuracy. In order to facilitate processing of the results,
answers are given numbers representing scale points, arrl statistical procedures are used to analyse the results. While there are settings where such
techniques are appropriate, they are arguably inappropriate for a process
of exploring learning needs of rural illiterate populations. In fact, one
can probably say that the closer the assessrrent process gets to the actual
learners, the less appropriate standaroized procedures an:i statistical
analysis will be.
Particularly in the early stages of such an inquiry rrethods should
be chosen which lerrl themselves to getting information in depth rather
than in breadth. Individual case studies of learners or of learning
cOJllni.lnities which use a variety of techniques to put together a holistic
and complete picture of the needs are rrost appropriate. The goal is to
see and urrlerstarrl the envirorment from the perspective of the learners,
using their cultural lenses an:i their perceptions of what constitutes
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a meaningful life. When possible, actual expressions should be preserved,
and attempts soould be rtade to leave the data in the vernacular rather
than translate it into the national language. Any process which rrodifies
their perspective or filters it through the lenses of a person who is not
of that environment runs the risk significant distortion.
In this respect, some care should be taken in selecting the personnel
who are going to actually carry out the assessment process. Typically
one employs people with research backgrounds from the central ministry,
or university level stu.:lents. Yet, such people are often far renoved from
the life and culture of the local region, and can unintentionally introduce
bias into the results. There is also a very strong terrlercy for rural
learners to respond to outsiders by giving them the replies which the
learners' feel are wanted , rather than expressing themselves freely. This
latter behaviour is even rrore pronounced when language issues intervere,
requiring translations from the vernacular to the national language, and can
also result from the interference due to regional dialects. Thus, wherever
possible personnel should be chosen from the same comnunities as the learners,
and with minimal status differerces between them and the learners being
surveyed.
A diversified set of sources of information should be used. If
there is imbalarce, argurrents can be advanced for placing emphasis on the
learners or sources close to them. Typically, the pattern has been the
reverse, largely because of the difficulty of getting articulate statements
of needs out of learners. In selecting a technique, careful attention needs
to be paid to the level of awareness of the learner, since that will
strongly influerce the ways in which he or she is able to express needs.
Unsophisticated learners are likely to express needs as problem statements
about situations in their lives. Their perceptions of needs will be strongly
conditioned by their urrlerstanding of the forces which shape their lives.
In many cases, needs will only emerge after dialogue, discussion and a
growth process which may take sorre time. H::iw su:::h a process can be incorporated into a larger needs assessment remains to be tackled. Planners
should realize though that inputs from such processes are a valuable part
of the .needs profile of an area, and should thus make ·every attempt to
access such sources. 11
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Another type of source often overlooked can be folll"rl in local
developirent projects, which may have oo overt educational component.
Projects like large-scale irrigation, or the introduction of major new
crops or growing pn.:x::esses, will in fact have significant learning
implications. Meth:xiologies must be developed to access these predictable
new learning needs by projecting into the future. In addition, changes in
the environment may bring about irx::reased awareness of options, and in turn
generate demands for the learning neede.<1 to _tak.e advantage of these options.
In such situations, awareness nu.st be generated, an:i dialogues and discussions
carried out before needs ' can be fully articulated.
Techniques for ASsessing I.e.arning Needs
This section contains a brief discussion of some of the basic approaches
which can be used to assess needs. Many of the issues raised by the use of one
or another of them have been discussed in the previous section. The list is
incomplete, arrl sorre energy needs to be devoted to seeking out or creating
other alternatives which will be Jl'OI'e effective in rural settings.
Questionnaires. This very corrm:m technique is useful priHarily where
large samples are needed and only after extensive exploratory efforts have
clarified basic need structures. Questionnaires should be used sparingly,
an:i wi th care. They are susceptible to interpreter bias, particularly since
the people doing the analysis arrl interpretation of results are alnost
always several steps renoved from direct experience with the learners and
other sources of information. The results of questionnaire analysis should
really be understood as the planner's interpretation of the needs as
expressed by the sources. Questionnaires have the advantage of standardizing
the form of the questions asked, of facilitating control of the pn.:x::ess, and
of insuring comparable ccx:ling of the resulting answers. These characteristics
account for their considerable propularity as a methodology. There are
many drawbacks though. In nulti-language situations, the interpretation of
the questions by the respondents may be heavily influenced by the phrasing,
or by the translation into a new language. Responses may be strongly corrlitioned
by the setting in which questions are answered. These limitations often outweigh
the advantages generated by the apparent controlability of questionnaires, and
may severely limit the validity of the results.
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Interviews. The interview is probably the nost useful technique
available for assessing learning needs especially where the percentage
of illiteracy is very high. 'There are several types of interviews: toose
that are prinarily closed and toose that are primarily open in their structure.
In reality nost interviews are a mixture of 'lead' questions to be followed
by 'probing' questions, arrl open-en:ied questions where the respondent is
encouraged to talk freely. For initial assessrrent of learning needs a very
open structure is desirable. When going into a new area, the process should
alnost be one of open conversation, perhaps with small groups of respondents.
Gradually there will e:rrerge from these conversations the:rres arrl needs which
can then form the basis for constructing a rrore structured set of questions.
Even after proceeding to the rrore structura:linterview instru:rrent, care should
be taken to maintain open sections, arrl interviewers soould operate so as to
encourage spontaneous expression of other needs not included in the questions.
in the case of the questionnaires, there remains the considerable
problem of convincing the respondents that one is genuinely interested
in their viewpoints arrl does not want answers designed to please the
interviewer• The relationship of the interviewer to the respondents is
thus crucial. Care should be taken to select interviewers who are close to
the respondents' cultural arrl social group, arrl to establish sufficient
legitimacy arrl rapport before proceeding to the questions.
As

Life-Skill Inventories. A variation on the questionnaire or interview
method involves the use of a list of life-skills objectives. In effect,
such a list provides a series of skill areas from which an individual
or corrm.mity can select those felt to be relevant to their setting. To
rrake su::h a selection effectively, the respondent needs to be able to envision
the future setting for his or her cormuni.ty. What kind of a life do they desire?
What rreans of pro:luction will be used, arrl what kind of social and cultural
structure will be present. On the basis of these ideas, the respoooent can
then select arrl prioritize the desired life-skills objectives. 12
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. This process has the advantage of presenting respondents with a wide
range of alternatives, and thereby stinulating them to oonsider a greater
range of possibilities than they would if llerely askoo about learning neoos.
Such a list also provides the opportwtl.ty for an interactive process where
the respondents can discuss alternatives and irore fully urrlerstarrl the implications of their choices. &!ch a process is_likely to provide a nuch better
irrli_c ator of learning desires than questionnaires or interviews usoo with
individuals.
Group Processes. This approach might equally be called the 'oormunity
developnent rood.el. ' The essen:::e of this process is an activity sequence of
listening, of p:rorroting discussionarrl then facilitating analysis of the
problems llention00 by the people •..:12 '. '-w tially, the task is one of establishing
rapport arrl building some legitimacy for the presence and role of the person
collecting the info:rnation. After this initial pericx:i, peopel will begin to
express concern about problems in their lives or in the village. After
a while, the person assessing learning needs can help people nove from
general discussion of their complaints to a irore analytic process of identifying the sources of the difficulties, arrl what SOile of the remedial
procedures might be. During this latter phase learning needs will become clear
either on an implicit or sometimes on an explicit basis.
&!ch a process is of course time consuming, arrl requires field workers
with SOile skill and experience. On the other harrl the infonnation which is
producoo 1Ilr3.Y be of considerable value to the planner in assessing the state
of the village and the kirrls of learning neErls which are currently seen
as appropriate by the villagers. Such a process has the further advantage
of creating notivation arrl cormnitnent on the part of the potential learning.
conmunity. In the ideal setting the process of articulating needs, notivating
learners, and implementing a learning process would all be integratErl into
the same framework. 14

In nost situations the selection of techniques for assessing learning
needs will not mean choosing only one of the above methcx:is. A well irnplementErl
process will use several of these techniques in succession, m::>ving from
open-errled exploratory procedures to nore systerratic and focussed lleth:xis as
the study progresses. The actual llethcx:is used will depend heavily on the
ti.rre, the staff, arrl the resources available to carry out the assessllent.
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Typically these are all in short supply, and sorre thought should be given
to developing effective rrethods to be used in situation of liniited tine
and resources.
Verification of Learning Needs. A final step which is frequently omitted
but should not be, requires that the final drafting of the list of learning
needs be checked for validity and acceptability with the potential learners.
Many changes occur between the initial process of collecting data, and the
writing of the final report of needs. Not infrequently in this process, changes
of content or emphasis occur which render the result quite different from
the true needs of the learners. Only a process which includes this final
verification procedure will be truly useful.
Level of Detail in Specifying Learning Needs
There remains an important issue in the corranunication of learning
needs produced by the techniques described above. The issue can be best
stated as a question: "With how much detail should the learning needs be
described?". There are several criteria which are useful in deciding on
the JOOSt effective level of detail. The first concerns the audience for
whom the docurrent is inteooed, aoo the secooo depends on the application
which that audience has in mioo. To facilitate the discussion of the
alternatives a suggested three-stage typology is outlined below.
Specification Level 1 (SL1 ). This level is interrled for corrarunication
with general as well as educational policy makers and planners on both a
national arrl an international level. 1he statements of needs are still general
and close to the develoµnent goals, but have been transfo:rned from problem
statements, to iooications of general areas of learning. Examples of this
level would include the need for m::>re learning in the area of family health,
or in occupational skill areas. &!ch a level of detail would serve to
differentiate between the responsibilities of various ministries, or their
counterpart divisions within international agencies.

SS .

This level of detail will m::>st likely be found arrong central
and regional level educational and curriculum planners. It is used to make
decisions about the allocation of various learning tasks to various educational
institutions, arrl to make decisions about what level of ooucation will be
given primary responsibility for particular content. For instance, should the
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teaching of the scientific pri~iples underlying good health practices
be put in the primary school curriculum, or be placed in the secondary
schools to coincide with JOOre advanced scie~e training? Should basic
occupational skills be located in the school curriculum, or should they be
taught in non-school settings such as apprenticeship systems1 Learning needs
at SL 2 are specific enough to be clear about focus and level of learning
involved, but stop short of clearly specified objectives which characterize
the last level.
~·

This is the rrost detailed level mich is rormally restricted
to the instructional setting at the ac'd:rual point of learning. Typically this
means the teacher who is drawing up detailoo plans of w:>rk for classroom
activities. tt:>wever, it JJBY i~lude curriculum planners vtlo are charged with
creating the syllabus for a particular subject. In either case, the learning
needs will be specified down to the level of the explicit corrqx:ment skills
and knowledge mich are to be covered in each unit of the curriculum. The
use of SL3 will depero on the situation in a particular country. In sorre
this level will only be reached by the teacher in the actual learning
situation, while in others it will also be used at curriculum develoµnent
centres.
Choosing the level at which to specify dearning needs thus requires
the planner to be clear about the purpose for which the needs are being
written, and to whan the corrmmication is going to be addressed. In some
cases docurrents may contain several levels, beginning with rrore general
staterrents and then proceeding to rrore specific ones in later parts or in
attached appendices.
Locus of Control of the Needs Assessment Process
A little-discussed but VePJ basic issue in the learning needs assessment
process concerns the distribution of decision-making ~r. Perhaps the rrost
basic way of stating the issue can be found in the question: ''To what extent
are the learners or their representatives effectively present during the
final decision-making process about learning needs?". ChY the learners
are represented at higher levels depends on several factors. Usually there
is sorre sort of appointed or chosen representative who is presumed to speak
for the people. Yet closer analysis JJBy often reveal that such a person was
appointed by a higher authority and is basically responsible to that
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authority and rot to the villagers. tbre rarely, a representative group
of learners is sought out at each stage of the process, and the final
listing of learning needs is a result of their direct participation.
Unfortunately though, for reasons of time and convenience there is often
no representation of the learners in the decision-making process.
One way of analysing this problem is to conceive of the decisionmaking process as involving three groups: the central decision makers,
the technical group, and the learners. The technical group, upon instructions
from the decision makers, serves as the main locus of activity. They design,
carry-out, analyze, and write up the results of the needs assessment process.
Their final document is technically in the form of a recomrrendation to the
decision makers. In many cases the report is accepted as is with little
or no m:xiification. In other cases, overriding political considerations may
result in substantial alteration of the report. The learning group may be
represented in sare way in the technical group, either by having actual
representatives, or by being consulted at various stages in the process.
However, it is quite rare that any real decision-making pcMer is vested in
the learning group, even in terms of the decision of what to include in
the recormerrlations of the technical group.
'!he issue of who participates in and controls the assessrrent process
is crucial, because the results depend very strongly on whose perceptions
of the learners' needs are going to dominate. '!he learners' perceptions are
likely to be limited in time and scope. The tendency for technical personnel
is to decide, in the face of 'inadequate staterrents of needs' provided by
the learners, that the planners rrn..lSt step in and include those needs which
they feel are necessary for the learners. In short, the planners' perspective
is chosen as being the a-propriate one for the learners. The planners easily
justify this substitution by saying that the learners don't have enough
education to know what is good for them.
lbwever, the impact of these decisions is going to fall largely on
the villagers, not on the planners or their families in the capital city.
Consider the impact of policies on family planning education, decisions
about the language of instruction arrl examination, or the decision to
rura.lize the curriculum. Whose lives arrl coJllTB.ll1ities will bear the burden
of the impact? In many cases, learners do have a reasonable urrlerstanding
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of some of these implications, and precisely for that reason choose learning
needs which they feel are rrore compatible with their preferred life style.
The resolution of conflicts between locally perceived needs, and those
perceived by planners and politicians fran other levels of society
presents a continuing dilerma, and a source of conflict over woo is going
to set priorities for the learners.

IV.

IN CONCllJSION

It is clear from the previous sections that the techniques of assessing
learning needs and a variety of assumptions urrlerlyine them call for a careful
analysis and research. Once the learning needs are clearly identified as an
integral part of the planning process, they will generate a nurril:>er of ideas
and implications for delivery systems, curriculum planning, evaluation and
other components of the education system operating at the local and other
levels. t-breover, as an integral part of the process of educational planning
and curriculum revision, the task of assessing learning needs is continuous
and cyclic. Appropriate tools and procedures need to be evolved for the
purpose of carrying out such assessment.
Once again, the issue of who makes these decisions arrl the arrount
of participation which the learners have in the process can have important
implications for the probability of success. Having local people actively
i nvolved in making choices of delivery nodes can avoid unrealistic plans
and costly mistakes right from the beginning. They, better than anyone else,
know what rrotivates the learners, what kinds of hardship learners are
willing to bear, and what learning processes will be rrost congenial. To
plan without this level of input is to rerrove one of the rrost valuable
sources of infonnation from the process.
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